
A complete image makeover
When it comes time for a new image, the ladies are always at the front of the 
queue for a makeover - but we think upping the style stakes for men is just as 
important. Shan Williams helps one man find his inner (and outer) style.

It’s rare that we see image makeovers on men on our TV screens, it’s usually women, so here at Swansea  
Life we have taken on the gauntlet. Shan Williams, personal stylist from Colour Me Beautiful, Europe’s leading  
image consultants treated Mike Lloyd, a dentist, to a full image make-over. We spoke with Shan Williams, an 
award-winning personal stylist who works from her studio in SA1. She told us how and why she had been  
able to change Mike’s image by the way he dresses. 

‘Many men who book consultations with me don’t have any idea what  
clothes work for them. They usually have a wardrobe full of blue shirts  
for work and reach for the khaki chinos at weekends. 

It is so important that men ‘dress to impress’  
and not ‘dress to distress’. 
This applies to both work and home life. For all of us, managing our  
appearance is an important part of who we are. It makes a visual  
statement about our personality and our lifestyle, as well as indicating  
our abilities and confidence. In other words it’s our ‘personal brand’  
and a promise of what is to come.

Men often rely on a partner or family member to help or even do  
their shopping for them. By coming to see me Mike has been  
empowered by knowing his ‘rules’ to choose his own wardrobe which  
he has fully embraced. Whilst I can’t promise to release a man’s inner  
love of clothes shopping, I can promise to show him how to look  
impressive and sharp increasing his chance of success in business  
and personal life.

The before photograph shows Mike in his own clothes, looking  
unimpressive and as if he is carrying more weight. I am sure you  
agree his look makes little impact. The outfit is too baggy, the colours  
are wrong, making his skintone look sallow and the shoes are the  
wrong weight for his trousers. Mike had a wardrobe of similar clothes.

For his make-over I have ensured Mike is wearing the right colours to suit his ‘George Clooney’ type hair  
colour, the blue and white check shirt fits and accentuates his great body.  Even the check is the right size  
and in keeping with his scale. Even though this is a very casual look he still makes an impact. In the second 
photo, again I have chosen a fitted look. Black or dark navy jeans have much more impact than khaki or stone 
colours. With Mike’s colouring he needs to wear contrasting colours which is achieved with the claret jumper 
showing the white T-shirt underneath. They say a man who wears pink shows confidence!

Mike’s verdict

Just wanted to say ‘thank you’ for a 
truly wonderful day, despite my initial 
trepidation! The very relaxed atmosphere 
and Shan’s great advice and the stress free 
shopping made today absolutely brilliant. 
I’ve never enjoyed shopping for clothes. 
I now understand my ‘rules’ and feel so 
much more confident. Today exceeded my 
expectations and I am looking forward to 
sorting out my wardrobe. My wife Linda 
has been to see Shan as well, she inspired 
me to get myself sorted clothes wise too,  
so we will be the most stylish of couples  
when we go out now.
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With thanks to Mumbles Pier for allowing 

the photoshoot to take place.

Image matters for men
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Want to have  more impact in your  business/personal life? Then please contact Shan to book  
your image make-over via email 

shan.williams@charismaeffect.co.uk or call 07976 576176
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